Many people always believe that the success of a person always depend on his/her intelligence in the different major subjects (Filipino, English, Mathematics, and Science) that we have in the school. We always end up giving high importance on those subjects that we tend to forget that there are still other four subjects that we must give focus and concentration.

One of these is TLE or the so called Technology and Livelihood Education. This subject has four components including Home Economics, Agricultural Arts, Industrial Arts, and Technology and Entrepreneurship.

This subject in the school is something that can be of great help to a student or an individual to reach the ladder of success only if we will put equal concentration and significance to this.

Allow me to tell my point of view regarding how it would help to an individual through its 4 components.

First, we have the HOME ECONOMICS. Home Economics may sounds like it’s only for all the mothers out there. But I tell you that having enough knowledge in this component is something that can give you an advantage in the modern world. Why? Because this component will teach you how to supervise your own house/home from cleaning to decorating, cooking dishes, and even babysitting.

With these skills that you can get, you may have the opportunities to land into job especially in the world of hospitality and management or in the world of workers abroad.

Next we have the Agricultural Arts that includes crop plantation and livestock production. This component would probably help you to have and organize your own farm in the province. And I want you to know that there is really money in AGRICULTURE because it is one of the country’s major source of income. Just like what a famous says, WALANG PANTAWID SIKMURA kung WALANG MAGSASAKA.

Another component is INDUSTRIAL ARTS. For all the creative and artistic people out there, this component will surely suits your intelligence. You may not be that good in other major subjects but in excelling in this field will surely make you an instant artist because of the contributions that you can extend in the world of arts through the various handicrafts that you can make. This component can surely help you to have your own business related in the field or arts.
And finally, the last component of TLE is TECHNOLOGY and ENTREPRENEURSHIP. In the present phase of the fast changing world, TECHNOLOGY and BUSINESS are playing significant roles in the development of our country that is why focusing in this branch of TLE will surely put you in the list of prominent BUSINESS TYCOONS in the country. And obviously, excelling in this field or area will not only make you rich but it will also make you a great person in the world of BUSINESS and MANAGEMENT.

Truly, TLE is not just a subject but it is a SUBJECT with PURPOSE. And that purpose is to make an individual successful in the future.
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